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Roads are significant parts of people's transportation; they are used as
mediums by all vehicles. The surface of the road might deform and crack due
to multiple reasons, and so it might affect the road performance and lead to
safety hazards. The pits and cracks in the road can be problematic to vehicles
and people, so the solution for this problem requires to deliver the road
reports directly to the municipalities and that is where our system comes in
and implements AI to improve the operation.

• Achieve the goals of Vision 2030 in developing our cities.
• Improve the damage management of the roads of Makkah.
• Make an Easy communication between citizens and the municipalities.
• Fast and time saving process.
• Involving the citizen cooperating in enhancing the roads.

This project involves developing a system that connects between the citizens, the municipalities and the road maintenance companies, allowing the users to report road
problems via the mobile applications (iOS and Android). The municipalities and companies will manage the tickets and will produce a reachable public map site for
viewing the reported road damages and fix the road problems using the web dashboards.
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2)Sends a classified ticket to
start the fixing process.

3) Forwards an Assigned ticket 
to the nearest company.

6) Sends the Done 
ticket to close it.

5)Sends the Solved 
ticket with the fix 
pictures.

4) Assigns an In-Progress ticket to
an employee to fix the damage.

9) Views the reports of the
opened and closed tickets.

8) Submits a review of 
the service.

7) Updates the 
Closed ticket with 
the fix pictures.
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1) Issues an Opened 
ticket of road damage.


